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BC’s back to school plan puts students, teachers at risk
by Stacey Wakelin

As a parent, I have almost twelve 
years of back-to-school seasons 

under my belt, but this year’s will be the 
most challenging to date.

As with everything else, COVID-19 
has complicated the way governments, 
school staff and parents will be preparing 
for a return to the classroom. This school 
year will be filled with uncertainty and 
will be like an experiment in many ways.

On July 29, the B.C. government 
announced a full return to school for 
September with a plan that took many 
by surprise. The ministry’s plan left our 
family with many questions as it seemed 
to contradict the provincial health office’s 
recommendations of wearing masks, 
practicing physical distancing and staying 
in small social bubbles.

These contradictions, and the con-
cerns of many teachers, have certainly 
stoked worries in our household. When 
the professionals that spend their days 
in our classrooms question the safety or 
credibility of the ministry of education’s 
return-to-school plan, we need to listen.

On August 12, the ministry released 
the details of an orientation week for 
K-12 schools designed to allow staff and 
students to adjust to the new health and 
safety measures in place.

Labelled as a “gradual restart,” staff 
are receiving two additional days to pre-
pare, and students will have two days of 
orientation. This orientation will be the 

It has been two weeks since I co-
organized Safe September BC with fel-
low parent and activist Carrie Bercic. 
Our goal was to encourage concerned 
parents to unite and share their concerns 
with education decision makers. We are 
certainly not alone, with many parents 
collaborating online to have our concerns 
recognized.

We have discovered that several com-
mon threads connect these back-to-school 
concerns:

• Mixed messaging around the use of 
masks, the importance of physical 
distancing and keeping social circles 
small. Many British Columbians have 
been following these rules, so why 
is there a new set of rules for our 
classrooms?

• Questions around the ability for school 
districts to ensure social distancing in 
often overcrowded classrooms, espe-
cially since there has been little if any 
mention of smaller class sizes.

• Hand hygiene is critical. Will most 
schools have the facilities and/or sup-
plies on hand to ensure protocols are 
followed? Let’s not even mention the 
time it will take to complete the task 
throughout the day.

• Lack of choice for those who choose 
to utilize distance learning options 
temporarily during this pandemic. 
Many students who choose distance 
learning options will lose their spot at 
their current school.

• Students have expressed anxiety 
about the possibility of bringing home 
COVID-19 from school. This concern 
is especially prevalent in multigenera-
tional homes or homes where a parent 
is immuno-suppressed.
As a parent, I agree with our provincial 

health officer Dr. Bonnie Henry that our 
schools should open and kids return to 
the classroom to meet their academic, 
social and mental health needs. But it is 
also critically important that they open 
safely in order to stay open.

To be blunt, the B.C. plan misses this 
mark by a wide margin. Learning groups 

This year will be the first time 
many parents feel as though they 
are choosing between health 
and safety or education and 
social connection for our kids.

Rob Fleming, Minister of Education, and Dr. Bonnie Henry, 
Provincial Health Officer, announce enhanced safety measures 
and additional resources which will enable most students in 
grades K-12 to return to school on Sept. 8, 2020, with full-time 
in-class learning as the province moves to Stage 2 of B.C.’s 
Education Restart Plan. Photo: Province of BC/Flickr. 

first time many students return to the 
classroom since March, and offers time to 
practice new safety routines.

But parents are questioning whether 
these two days will be enough for children 
experiencing additional challenges due to 
the pandemic and those that rely on extra 
support or services.

As parents know, each school year 
presents its own challenges for our chil-
dren. This year will be the first time many 
parents feel as though they are choosing 
between health and safety or education 
and social connection for our kids.

The fact remains that medical experts 
are still learning about how COVID-19 
affects youth, and this uncertainty creates 
anxiety among parents.

http://www.columbiajournal.ca
https://rabble.ca/about/bios/stacey-wakelin
https://www.straight.com/education/covid-19-in-bc-provincial-school-plan-shifts-to-gradual-reopening-approach
https://twitter.com/SafeSeptBC
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of up to 120 students and no physical distancing or mask 
requirements within those groups create an environment 
that is perfect for COVID-19 transmission.

In B.C., our leaders appear to be basing their return-
to-school plan in part on the risky belief that children do 
not transmit COVID-19 in the same manner that adults 
do.

However, recent scientific studies show that children, 
especially 10-19 year olds, transmit the virus as effectively 
as adults. Other provincial governments aren’t taking 
this risk and are reducing class sizes to enable physical 
distancing, mandating mask use and redefining how 
curriculum will be delivered to students.

Health Canada states on their website: “it is important 
to consider that transmission of COVID-19 in children 
is not fully understood and that evidence may change 
with time.” This is after all an experiment, and I am 
uncomfortable with a plan that isn’t operating with an 
abundance of caution, especially as we enter the cold/flu 
season.

Let’s focus on the adults who work in our schools 
for a moment: are they being protected? These teachers, 
support staff and administrators are our neighbours, 
and as we know, adults transmit 
COVID-19 quite efficiently. The 
B.C. government’s current plan 
poses a risk to them as well.

This pandemic is certainly plac-
ing stress on many systems within 
our country, and highlighting the 
many inequities that exist.

One example is our overbur-
dened and underfunded education 
system, particularly in B.C. We are 
rushing to get our kids back to the classroom to support 
parents’ return to work and to meet a variety of needs, 
but we still aren’t willing to fund the system even to the 
Canadian average!

We expect our schools to provide childcare, educate 
and counsel our children, and in some cases feed them, 
all with inadequate funding. We also expect school staff 
to return to work in a potentially unsafe environment.

We are relying on a fractured system and an inconsis-
tent plan to keep our kids safe in school. How does this 
inspire confidence? How does this create an environment 
conducive to learning?

Two recent polls would suggest many parents say it 
does not:

• Insights West found only 27 per cent of parents 
supported sending all children back full time, with 
the majority wanting either fully online or a blended 
model.

• A recent poll of Canadian families by Leger found 
anxiety and nervousness about return to school was 
highest in B.C. at 63 per cent.
So what would make me more comfortable sending 

my kids back to school?
• Masks in classrooms or plastic barriers surrounding 

desks if masks aren’t an option.
• Smaller class sizes which will enable classrooms to 

ensure students are physically distanced.
• Blended learning (in class and online) options for 

students.
• Occasional testing to identify asymptomatic carriers.

At the end of the day, each family will have to make 
the choice that feels right for their kids and unique 
circumstances. As a family, we haven’t decided if our kids 
will return to their classrooms, and that decision will be 

made once our school district releases 
their plans.

Many parents are anxiously await-
ing the upcoming news release on 
August 26, when school districts send 
out their stage two plans and offer a 
more complete picture of what the 
year will look like for students.

One area I am sure we can all 
agree is that the health and wellbeing 
of our kids is worth the time it takes 

to get this school year off to a safe start. Our communities 
depend on it.

Stacey Wakelin is a grassroots community activist who 
established BC Families for Inclusivity while also being on 
the board of directors of Langley Pos-Abilities Society and 
Triple A Seniors Housing Society. She ran for the NDP in 
the 2019 federal election in the Langley-Aldergrove riding.

We have to thank rabble.ca for originally posting this 
story on August 20, 2020. They have a whole lot of great 
stuff on their site. Check them out and support a truly 
independent media on-line publication.

We are relying on a fractured 
system and an inconsistent 
plan to keep our kids safe 
in school. How does this 
inspire confidence? How does 
this create an environment 
conducive to learning?

continued from page 1
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We can’t be together this Labour Day 
—but we’re still in this together
By Paul Faoro

President, CUPE BC

L abour Day has always been one of my favourite days 
of the year. As the heat of summer begins to fade 

and the chill of fall approaches, Labour Day offers one 
more opportunity to get together with friends and family. 
And of course it gives working people an opportunity to 
come together to reflect on—and celebrate—the progress 
that unions have made for all working people. It might 
sound corny, but community Labour Day events bring 
the full spectrum of the union movement together in one 
place like no other annual event, and they give us time to 
appreciate our shared values.

I’m going to miss that side of Labour Day this year, 
as are we all. COVID-19 obviously means we can’t have 

big events this year, but I’m hopeful it won’t stop us from 
remembering the real meaning of Labour Day.

The meaning of Labour Day speaks as much to our 
collective response to COVID-19 as it does to the tradi-
tions of the labour movement. Our movement is based 
on the simple principle of solidarity—if we act to benefit 
others, we also benefit ourselves. Following public health 
guidelines isn’t just to protect ourselves, it’s to protect 
people we don’t even know. If that’s not solidarity, I don’t 
know what is.

Overall, the pandemic has heightened the importance 
of public services and the workers who provide them. 
From the tremendous leadership and guidance from 
Provincial Health Officer Bonnie Henry and her team, 
to the dedicated, life-saving workers in our healthcare 

system, and to the transit workers who kept the system 
moving, good public services have helped fight the virus. 
The pandemic also shone a bright light on private sector 
workers whose work often went unheralded and poorly 
compensated; grocery store employees, delivery drivers, 
and service sector workers, to name just a few.

On behalf of our provincial executive board I want 
to take this opportunity to thank the more than 100,000 
members of CUPE BC for everything they’ve done to help 
our province get through this pandemic. And I want to 
thank them in advance for all the work they will be doing 
to help our province recover and rebuild. We say this a lot 
in CUPE, but never has it been more relevant than today: 
strong public services build strong communities.

On Labour Day let’s spend some time remembering 
the unifying spirit that became so much a part of our lives 
in the spring. The success of B.C.’s economic recovery is 
going to depend on workers, just as our successful fight 
against the pandemic has depended on workers. Whether 
public or private sector, unionized or not, it’s workers 
who will dig us out of this pandemic.

This isn’t going to be like any other Labour Day. 
These times aren’t like any other. This long weekend, to 
paraphrase Dr. Henry, be kind, be calm and be safe—and 
thank a worker.

Your community 
station since 1975!

Vancouver Co-op Radio 
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“The only really bad thing that ever happened to me is psychiatry”
Human Rights

CPPNews Vancouver

C anada is not meeting its international obligations to respect the human rights 
of people who have been saddled with a psychiatric diagnosis, says United 

Nations Rapporteur on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Catalina Devandas-
Aguilar. The rapporteur, who visited Canada last year to report on whether Canada 
was implementing the UN Convention on the rights of persons with disabilities it 
ratified a decade ago, issued her scathing conclusions in a report to be found at  https://
www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=24481&LangID=E. 
According to a Canadian treatment’ survivor “The only really bad thing that has ever 
happened to me is psychiatry. It has damaged my body and mind, fractured my self-
esteem, and forced me to re-invent myself, again and again, every time it tore me apart.” 

Ms. Devandas-Aguilar found that “mental health” treatment in Canada often failed to 
meet UN standards and led to common abuses.

Now Canadian activists who have themselves survived involuntary detention 
electroshock and drugging under the cruel aegis of medical psychiatry are organizing 
to demand that Canada meet the obligations it undertook in 2010. The document that 
follows details some of the abuses they have endured, the commitment Canada made to 
eliminate these abuses and our country’s ongoing failure to do so.

Canadian Mental Health Legislation and the CRPD
By Irit Shimrat and Erick Fabris

CRPD an International Agreement 

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD)* 
is an international agreement designed to eliminate discrimination on the grounds of 
disability. It states that disabled people have the same human rights as everyone else, 
and instructs governments on how to ensure that disabled people are able to enjoy those 
rights in practice.

The CRPD was adopted by the UN on December 13, 2006, and Canada ratified 
(became bound by) it on March 12, 2010. Canada also acceded to the Optional Protocol 
(OP) to the CRPD on December 3, 2018. The OP allows Canadians whose rights have 
been violated on the grounds of disability to make their complaints directly to the UN 
Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (the international committee of 
experts that monitors CRPD implementation). 

Disability defined by the CRPD

The CRPD supports a social and human rights-based view of disability: that the chal-
lenges faced by people with disabilities are caused not by their own individual limitations 
but rather by barriers such as physical obstacles, discriminatory behaviour, practices, 
policies, or legislation. Under the CRPD, persons with disabilities must be recognized as 
holders of human rights, rather than as objects of pity, charity, or the decisions of others 
with respect to their lives.

Protection under the CRPD for people with psychosocial disabilities 

Canadians with psychosocial disabilities face discrimination based on stereotypes associ-
ated with their differences (often labelled “mental disorders”). 

Canadian society’s standard responses to emotional, social or individual differences 
or difficulties are often experienced as instances of discrimination and as rights viola-
tions. Many people with psychiatric diagnoses would prefer social or peer-based support 
systems, which generally receive little or no funding, to biomedical and institutional 
interventions.

Psychiatry is the only branch of medicine that routinely treats patients against their 
will. Diagnoses and treatments are based on the theory that emotional distress and 
behavioural differences are caused by abnormalities in the brain, which can be corrected 
with drugs and/or electroshock. The medicalization of extreme emotional states ignores 
not only the spiritual and emotional dimensions of human life but also the sociopolitical 
conditions that are often at the root of problems faced by marginalized individuals. It can 
result in a flagrant disregard for human rights, especially when a person is drugged or 
electroshocked against their will, or without their free and informed consent.

The human cost of rights violations 

Consider the plight of many “mental health care consumers” who end up in hospital 
not because they have chosen to seek help but because they have been taken to 
the emergency department by police — often in handcuffs — after a third party 
complained about their behaviour. Once in hospital, if they struggle against this 
abrogation of their freedom, they are likely to be stripped naked and forced into a 
hospital gown (sometimes by people of the opposite sex); tackled and held down by 
orderlies; tranquillized with a painful intramuscular injection; forced into physical 
restraints (immobilized on a gurney or bed by means of shackles); and/or confined in 
a “seclusion room” (solitary confinement cell).

Using drugs and/or electroshock to alter a person’s behaviour constitutes an act of 
violence. Patients are not only unable to defend their bodies against these intrusions, 
but are coerced into accepting and participating in this violence against them, on pain 
of more restraints, injections, and solitary confinement if they refuse. What would 
you, or anyone, feel like under such pressures? Now imagine what those pressures must 
feel like to someone in an emotional crisis.

People in distress often languish in restraints or isolation for days or weeks, 
deprived of fresh air, freedom of movement, and human contact (other than the few 
minutes a day required for the provision of food and the administration of drugs), 
before a psychiatrist decides they’re ready to be released into the general population of 
the ward for further treatment. Imagine what this does to a person’s sense of self, and 
to any expectation that they will be treated with care, respect and responsibility when 
they need help.

People in distress often languish in restraints or isolation for 
days or weeks, deprived of fresh air, freedom of movement, 
and human contact (other than the few minutes a day required 
for the provision of food and the administration of drugs), 
before a psychiatrist decides they’re ready to be released into 
the general population of the ward for further treatment. 
Imagine what this does to a person’s sense of self, and to 
any expectation that they will be treated with care, respect 
and responsibility when they need help. PHOTO: SASHA FREEMIND

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=24481&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=24481&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/CRPD/Pages/ConventionRightsPersonsWithDisabilities.aspx
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And the violation of one’s rights may not end even after release from hospital. 
“Community treatment” legislation permits treatment teams to monitor and enforce 
medication compliance. Many outpatients go through a humiliating ritual of “witnessed 
meds” at their pharmacy, being made to take tranquillizers while a pharmacist watches 
them swallow. And “treatment team” members regularly invade patients’ privacy to 
medicate them against their will in their own homes, under threat of being returned to 
hospital if they fail to comply.

The degree of a patient’s willingness to acquiesce to a treatment regimen may 
determine eligibility for housing or other basic human rights. What does this do to a 
person’s perception of human relations and civic society? How can they hope to complete 
their education, or find employment, when forced to take often incapacitating drugs?

Such egregious human rights abuses are standard procedure in Canada (as else-
where), despite the fact that they violate the obligations of our country as a state party 
to the CRPD.

Irit Shimrat and Erick Fabris: for the Mad Canada 
Shadow Report Group, May 10, 2020

End of Part one of this report

• United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD), 
https://www.ohchr.org

• Guidelines on the right to liberty and security of persons with disabilities (in the 
Appendix), http://docstore.ohchr.org

• Concluding Observations on the Initial Report of Canada (May 8, 2017), 
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.
aspx?symbolno=CRPD/C/CAN/CO/1&Lang=En

• End of Mission Statement by Catalina Devandas-Aguilar, United Nations Special 
Rapporteur on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (April, 2019), https://www.
ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=24481&LangID=E

• Mad Canada Shadow Report (with additional research), https://madcanada.wixsite.
com/shadowreport

Part Two of this article can be found at www.columbiajournal.ca  
and will be continued in our next print issue. 
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M ultiple sources of information are available on 
COVID-19 through regular and social media. 

While some of the basics of protection have already been 
outlined, a broader view of this disease as a class of virus 
has been lightly skipped over.

A very basic overview of viruses provides some inter-
esting facts of viral infections. Consider that chickenpox 
is a virus. Lots of people have had it, and probably didn’t 
think about it much once the initial illness has passed. 
But it stays in a person’s body and lives there forever, 
and maybe when they are older, may have debilitatingly 
painful outbreaks of shingles. People don’t just get over 
this virus in a few weeks, never to have another health 
effect. We know this because it’s been around for years, 
and has been studied medically for years.

Herpes also is a virus. And once someone has it, it 
stays in their body and lives there forever, and anytime 
they get a little run down or stressed-out they’re going to 
have an outbreak. Maybe every time a big event coming 
up (school pictures, job interview, big date) you’re going 
to get a cold sore. For the rest of your life. You don’t just 
get over it in a few weeks. We know this because it’s been 
around for years, and been studied medically for years.

HIV is a virus. It attacks the immune system and 
makes the carrier far more vulnerable to other illnesses. 
It has a list of symptoms and negative health impacts that 
goes on and on. It was decades before viable treatments 
were developed that allowed people to live with a reason-
able quality of life. Once someone has it, it lives in their 
body forever and there is no cure. Over time, that takes a 
toll on the body, putting people living with HIV at greater 
risk for health conditions such as cardiovascular disease, 
kidney disease, diabetes, bone disease, liver disease, 
cognitive disorders, and some types of cancer. We know 
this because it has been around for years, and has been 
studied medically for years.

Nowadays with COVID-19, we have a novel virus 
that spreads rapidly and easily. The full spectrum of 
symptoms and health effects is only just beginning to be 
cataloged, much less understood.

So far the symptoms may include:
Fever

Fatigue
Coughing

Pneumonia
Chills/Trembling

Acute respiratory distress
Lung damage (potentially permanent)
Loss of taste (a neurological symptom)

Sore throat
Headaches

Difficulty breathing
Mental confusion

Diarrhea
Nausea or vomiting

Loss of appetite
Strokes have also been reported in some people who 

have COVID-19  
(even in the relatively young)

Swollen eyes
Blood clots

Seizures
Liver damage

Kidney damage
Rash

COVID toes

also a fact that 20 and 30-year-olds have died, marathon 
runners and fitness enthusiasts have died, children and 
infants have died.

What right gives some to behave as though they know 
more than medical experts, especially when those same 
experts acknowledge with what IS known, are smart 
enough to be fearful of how easily this is spread, and 
recommend baseline precautions such as:

Frequent hand-washing
Physical distancing

Reduced social/public contact or interaction
Mask wearing

Covering your cough or sneeze
Avoiding touching your face

Sanitizing frequently touched surfaces
The better the rest of us can do to mitigate our risk 

of exposure, the better off we all are. Not only does it 
flatten the curve and allow health care providers to 
maintain levels of service that aren’t immediately and 
catastrophically overwhelmed; it also reduces unneces-
sary suffering and deaths, and buys time for the scientific 
community to study the virus in order to come to a more 
full understanding of the breadth of its impacts in both 
the short and long term.

It’s not “just a virus” as some believe and that we’ll 
all get it eventually no matter what. There are a great 
many actions we can take together to avoid COVID-19. 
Although still at a stage in our knowledge that we don’t 
quite know what we don’t know, there are some tools to 
curb COVID. It may be possible to considerably reduce 
the damage of this virus to ourselves if we cooperate. The 
task is not hopeless but does take working cooperatively 
together to gain control of not just this and other diseases  
— and other social problems.
Jim Lipkovits

 

CCEC acknowledges that we are on the unceded ancestral territories of the Coast Salish people

 

Keeping our money 
in our community 

since 1976.

Join us today!

The majority of sta� at CCEC are members of Unifor Local 3000.

www.ccec.bc.ca 604.254.4100

@cceccreditunion
  @CCECCreditUnion

    /cceccreditunion

A PLAGUE OF OUR TIMES

We know this because
People testing positive for COVID-19 have been docu-

mented to be sick even after 60 days. Many people are 
sick for weeks, get better, and then experience a rapid and 
sudden flare up and get sick all over again.

Then there is MIS-C. Multisystem Inflammatory 
Syndrome in Children is a condition where different 
body parts can become inflamed, including the heart, 
lungs, kidneys, brain, skin, eyes, or gastrointestinal 
organs. Children with MIS-C may have a fever and 
various symptoms, including abdominal pain, vomiting, 
diarrhea, neck pain, rash, bloodshot eyes, or feeling extra 
tired. While rare, it has caused deaths.

COVID-19 has only been around for approximately 
seven months. No one knows yet the long-term health 
effects, or how it may present itself years down the road 
for people who have been exposed. We literally *do not 
know* what we do not know.

For those in our society who suggest that people 
being cautious are cowards, for people who refuse to take 
even the simplest of precautions to protect themselves 
and those around them, without hyperbole and in all 
sincerity:

What gives them the right?
The right to risk the lives of others so carelessly. 

The right to decide for others that they should welcome 
exposure as “getting it over with”, when no one knows 
who will be the lucky “mild symptoms” case, and who 
may fall ill and die. While it is known that some people 
are more susceptible to suffering a more serious case, it’s 
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ONLINE MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 7TH

Op-Ed

Canada Needs a Plan for Progress, 
Not a Return to Normal
By Janet Andrews, Secretary-Treasurer of New Westminster and District Labour Council 
& Stephen von Sychowski, President, Vancouver and District Labour Council

L abour Day is coming up on September 7 and, as 
always, it is a time to celebrate and reflect upon the 

hard work, struggles, and victories of working people and 
the labour movement both past and present.

This year, it is especially important that we recognize 
the contributions of front-line workers, and those behind 
the scenes, who are making it possible for us to weather 
the storm of COVID-19.

That’s why the virtual Labour Day event hosted by 
jointly by the New Westminster & District Labour Council 
and the Vancouver and District Labour Council will focus 

this year on recognizing the work of Awesome Unions 
Activists, Dedicated Front Line Workers, Outstanding Job 
Stewards, and Caring Community Activists with the first 
ever Elsie (Labour Council) Awards.

But we can’t stop at thanking 
these workers and honouring their 
crucial contributions. This Labour 
Day we also must commit ourselves 
to fighting for a better world for them, and for us all.

The COVID-19 pandemic is shining a harsh light 
on the inequalities and injustices that characterize our 

current economic system. At the very same time, we 
are witnessing a tremendous upsurge against systems of 
oppression in our society, especially systemic racism.

On Labour Day 2020, we are calling for societal 
transformation. Canada’s labour movement has a plan for 
progress that includes everyone. Labour’s plan will even 
the playing field, promote better jobs, improved health 
and safety, and a stronger social safety net.

We cannot and will not accept austerity and cuts as a 
path to recovery, nor should we seek a return to normal. 
Instead we must chart a bold new path to a just and 
equitable society. We must also stand together to confront 
racism and all forms of oppression and bigotry.

Please join us on Labour Day at 11 am on our Labour 
Council websites 
and social media 
accounts for a 
celebration of our 
accomplishments 

as workers. Then, let’s set to work on pushing forward 
our plan for progress, for a just recovery and a better 
society for all of us.

We cannot and will not accept austerity 
and cuts as a path to recovery, nor 
should we seek a return to normal. 

Essop Mia
Chartered Professional 

Accountant

Hay & Watson
900 – 1450 Creekside Drive 

Vancouver, BC V6J 5B3
Phone: (604) 734-1690
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We’ve all been robbed of significant parts of our 
history. Because, as the bitter epigram reminds us, 

history is written by the victors, (or , we could add, by 
those in power struggling to retain the fruits of their past 
victories) workers, poor people, women, black, brown, 
queer, disabled and Indigenous communities all have to 
fight hard to retrieve and honor the stories behind our 
struggles for justice, swimming upstream against waves 
of toxic propaganda and punishing silence.

The Graphic History Collective (https://graphichis-
torycollective.com/ ) is a group of artist/ activists ( Sean 
Carlton, Robin Folvik, Kara Sievewright, Julia Smith, Sam 
Bradd, Mark Leier, Trevor McKilligan and David Lester) 
who are trying to end the imposed public silence and 
distortions imposed on radical attempts to undermine 
and defeat the structures of power and oppression that 
underly the Canadian experience.

1919 is the collective’s history of the general strike 
(Canada’s largest and longest) that brought business as 
usual in Winnipeg to a halt for six long weeks that year. 
The example set in Winnipeg inspired strikes across 
Canada, from Victoria to Montreal and Amherst in 1919 
and has inspired activists ever since. Although the events 
portrayed took place more than a century ago, there 
are lessons for today’s campaigners for justice, peace 
and environmental sanity in these powerfully rendered 
visuals and spare, informative texts.

David Lester is the lead artist in group that produced 
1919. Vancouver based, Lester is a graphic designer, 
illustrator, musician, and graphic novelist. He plays guitar 
with the group Mecca Normal and has been an activist 
for decades. His aesthetic choice to model the visuals 
in this book on the work of battlefield artists in WWI 
gives the book its distinctive dark, ragged and propulsive 
visual tone. ( For a look at the artist at work, check out 
this recent CBC TV coverage at (https://www.cbc.ca/arts/
david-lester-captures-the-repression-of-1919-s-winnipeg-
general-strike-in-the-style-of-a-war-artist-1.5674168)

The centre of the book lies in Lester’s vivid depiction 
of Bloody Saturday, June 21, when Mounties and hired 
strike breakers attacked strikers with horses, clubs and 
live ammunition. These are hellish images of power being 
deployed to crush human flesh and social hope, evocative 
of Goya’s Disasters of War prints and of today’s cable 
news images from Portland, Hong Kong and Minsk. This 
section alone is worth the price of admission, but it is not 
the graphic novel’s only virtue. Taken together with its 
scholarly apparatus, which includes an informative essay 
by Brandon University history prof James Naylor, this 
volume represents a valuable crash course in working 
class history and a useful reminder that many of the 
issues the preoccupy us today have been contested for 
centuries. When we take to the streets to shout for justice, 
we are not alone. Generations of freedom fighters came 
before us, and if we listen, we can hear them singing as 
we march. One of the many virtues of this project is that 
it helps us hear the songs and shouts that echo down the 
centuries.

Solidarity, Struggle and Bloody Saturday
David Lester and the Graphic History Collective  
Re-Imagine the Winnipeg General Strike as a Graphic Novel
1919: A Graphic History of the Winnipeg General Strike
By The Graphic History Collective and David Lester
Between The Lines Toronto 2019 / $20 / 111 pp.

Review by Tom Sandborn

One of the lessons of 1919 that is 
particularly telling today is the way 
that ruling class circles succeeded 
in portraying the Winnipeg strik-
ers as “other,” as dirty, dangerous 
foreigners. This is a favorite trope 
of beleaguered elites, and we see it 
being deployed currently to whip up 
anti-immigrant and refugee rancor 
and to suggest that all our troubles 
are caused by Others- refugees, 
people of colour, terrorists and 
antifa. This is only one of the classic 
“divide and conquer” tactics used 
to keep people separate, afraid and 
passive. This divisiveness is the illness and real, active 
solidarity is the cure, the kind of solidarity that the 
Winnipeg strikers so heroically lived.

One of the most toxic lies used to divide us when we 
fight for justice is sexism, and this book properly credits 
the role of women workers in 1919. Women telephone 

Review

operators were the first workers to leave work on the 
morning the strike began, and women were crucial in the 
weeks of strike activity that followed. Too often in the past 
even well-intentioned attempts to retrieve working class 

history have been corrupted by sexism, 
producing stories that leave out half the 
human race. Lester and his collective are 
careful to credit the role women played in 
leading and sustaining the strike.

This book is a remarkable achieve-
ment, visually inventive and historically 
accurate. It returns to us some of our sto-
len past as workers and activists. I urge 
you to buy several copies if you can and 
lobby your local libraries and schools to 
add it to their collections. If you, like me, 
have young family members who are in 
the streets with Black Lives Matter demos 
or homelessness camps, this would be an 

ideal gift for them. And if pandemic lock down has left 
you discouraged about the future, this heroic story from 
our past will be a useful tonic.

Tom Sandborn lives, writes and organizes on unceded 
Indigenous territory in Vancouver. He welcomes 
feedback and story tips at tos65@telus.net

https://graphichistorycollective.com/
https://graphichistorycollective.com/
https://www.cbc.ca/arts/david-lester-captures-the-repression-of-1919-s-winnipeg-general-strike-in-the-style-of-a-war-artist-1.5674168
https://www.cbc.ca/arts/david-lester-captures-the-repression-of-1919-s-winnipeg-general-strike-in-the-style-of-a-war-artist-1.5674168
https://www.cbc.ca/arts/david-lester-captures-the-repression-of-1919-s-winnipeg-general-strike-in-the-style-of-a-war-artist-1.5674168
mailto:tos65@telus.net
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A lot of work 
went into 

Labour Day.

News

New measures to enforce 
COVID-19 public safety
CPPNews-Victoria

On Friday, August 21, 2020, Mike Farnworth, Minister of Public Safety and 
Solicitor General issued an order giving police and other provincial 

enforcement officers the ability to issue $2,000 violation tickets for owners or 
organizers contravening the provincial health officer’s (PHO) order on gatherings 
and events.

The order also give these authorities the ability to issue $200 violation tickets 
to individuals not following the direction of police or enforcement staff at events 
or who refuse to comply with requests to follow PHO orders or safe operating 
procedures, or respond with abusive behaviour.

Effective immediately, these new measures are enacted under the provincial 
state of emergency, using the extraordinary powers of the Emergency Program 
Act (EPA) in ongoing support of B.C.’s COVID-19 response and Restart Plan.

“These orders will help us put a stop to the selfish acts of a small minority of 
British Columbians, who are threatening to erode the progress our province has 
made in controlling COVID-19,” said Mike Farnworth, Minister of Public Safety 
and Solicitor General. “While I’m disappointed these measures are now necessary, 
I am taking this action to give police agencies and provincial enforcement officers 
the ability to take action against those who are putting people’s lives at risk.”

In addition to enabling action from police, the Province is enlisting compli-
ance and enforcement staff from provincial ministries to support enforcement 
and help issue tickets for the duration of the COVID-19 pandemic. This includes 
liquor, cannabis and gaming inspectors, community safety unit inspectors and 
conservation officers.

“As a regional federation of local governments, we welcome these new 
measures, and we look forward to collaborating with the Province to ensure a 
co-ordinated and thoughtful response to COVID-19,” said Linda Buchanan, 
vice-chair, Metro Vancouver board of directors. “Metro Vancouver will continue 
its critical role as a convener on ideas and strategies for preventing the spread of 
COVID-19 in our region and supporting the Province in keeping COVID-19 at 
bay.”

The enforcement focus will be on $2,000 fines to owners, operators and 
organizers for contraventions of the provincial health officer’s order on gather-
ings and events. This includes hosting a private party or public event in excess of 
50 people, failing to provide appropriate hand sanitation and washroom facilities, 
failing to provide sufficient space in the venue for physical distancing, failing to 
obtain a list of names and contacts at large event or having more than five guests 
gathered in a vacation accommodation.

When required, police and other provincial enforcement officers will also be 
able to actively enforce the order and ticket a series of other infractions, including:

• $200 violation tickets for individuals who actively encourage others to attend 
gatherings or events that do not comply with established requirements, or 
refuse to leave or disperse when directed to do so by enforcement officers; 
and,

• $200 violation tickets for individuals who refuse to comply with requests to 
follow the PHO order or safe operating procedures of a restaurant, bar or 
other licensed establishment, or respond with abusive behaviour towards 
employees.
Violation tickets expand the Province’s enforcement toolkit to support the 

COVID-19 response. Police and other provincial enforcement officers will 
independently exercise discretion to issue tickets for Emergency Program Act 
order violations under the Offence Act’s Violation Ticket Administration and 
Fines Regulation.

If violation tickets do not act as a deterrent, or in cases of particularly egregious 
contraventions or for repeat offenders, police can recommend charges in relation 
to the offence. On conviction, judicial penalties of up to $10,000 may be levied.

“ABLE BC is pleased to see the Province step up compliance and enforcement 
during this recent surge in COVID-19 cases, and we’re happy to assist where we 
can,” said Jeff Guignard, executive director of the Alliance of Beverage Licensees. 
“Our primary concern continues to be the health and safety of both patrons and 
workers in British Columbia.”

Working in partnership with local governments and other agencies, a 
comprehensive and integrated compliance and enforcement regime is being built 
to manage the recent surge in COVID-19 cases. These violation tickets build 
on existing tools, such as the ability to suspend or revoke the business or liquor 
licenses of problematic operators.
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Unions Making a Difference

The 7:01 Movement was launched by Community Savings to build off the 
public’s show of support for its healthcare workers during the 7pm cheer. 
This petition is about underpaid health care workers permanently main-
taining the fair wages they have rightfully earned during this pandemic. 

Give all health care workers a fair wage all year round
 - not only during a pandemic.

701Movement.org

This labour day, join the 7:01 Movement
to support health care workers.

Burnaby | New Westminster | Port Coquitlam | Surrey | Vancouver | Victoria 
604-654-2000  comsavings.com

Join the 7:01 Movement
Create a level playing field for long-term care workers

At 7 pm every evening, Canadians stepped up and widely cheered our front line work-
ers. Thousands of British Columbians were on their porches, balconies and on their 

streets applauding these heroes. Throughout this pandemic, these essential workers have 
taken care of our communities through their courageous efforts and selfless determination.

We thanked them at 7 pm, now it’s our turn to step up the support and help essential 
workers achieve what they truly deserve.

In a recent report sponsored by Community 
Savings Credit Union, more than 8 out of 
10 British Columbians* view long-term care 
workers and hospital house-keeping and 
cleaning staff as critical, alongside doctors and 
nurses. Unfortunately, not all long-term care 
staff are paid fairly for the vital services they 
provide. BC has a two-tier pay system where 
many of the private sector health care support 
workers are undervalued and underpaid.

Right now, many workers in long-term care and assisted living earn less than the 
provincial standard, and have fewer benefits. Wage rates have been temporarily levelled up 
as part of the Provincial Health Officer’s directive to limit care home workers to a single site. 
Our report finds that 88 percent of British Columbians overwhelmingly support making 
‘leveled-up’ pay for long-term care workers permanent after the pandemic.

Mike Schilling, President and CEO of Community Savings Credit Union, explains: 
“The vast majority of British Columbians recognize — and support — levelled-up pay in 
health care, not just during COVID-19. It would be wrong to cut salaries for these valued 
health care workers to pre-COVID levels. Our message should be that these workers are 
valued — and not just during times of crisis.”

The 7:01 Movement was launched to build off the public’s show of support for 
its healthcare workers during the 7 pm applause. This petition is about health care 
workers permanently maintaining the fair wages they have rightfully earned during 
this crisis. Fair wages, which they truly deserve.

Cheer for these workers at 7 pm and then join the 7:01 Movement in supporting 
health care workers in their fight for fair wages.

*These are the findings of a study/survey conducted by Community Savings 
Credit Union from June 17 to June 19, 2020 with a provincially representative 
sample of 1,005 British Columbians who are members of the Angus Reid Forum. 
The survey was conducted in English.

We thanked them at 7 pm, 

now it’s our turn to step 

up the support and help 

essential workers achieve 

what they truly deserve.

Solidarity

HAVE A HAPPY LABOUR DAY

105-3920 Norland Avenue, Burnaby, BC V5G 4K7

Phone: 604-291-9306
nwdlc@shawcable.com

www.nwdlc.ca   

  NWDLC  @NWDLC

Unions Making a Difference
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WE’VE FACED  
COVID-19 TOGETHER.
Now let’s make health care  
even stronger.
    
A Labour Day message from the Hospital Employees’ Union
More than 50,000 members across British Columbia

         www.heu.org

Flaws in BC’s reach for US Solar Energy

A California heat wave is exposing flaws in the BC government’s plan to import more American 
solar power, says Laureen Whyte of Clean Energy BC (CEBC). 

In a media story published in June, BC Energy & Mines Minister, Bruce Ralston said California 
produces a lot of solar power during the day. And since it is often surplus to what is needed, it 
can be purchased at much lower rates than what BC Hydro is obliged to pay B.C. producers under 
electricity purchase agreements.

“It’s very, very cheap because they produce so much of it,” Ralston said. “It’s clean energy.”
“The California power grid is on the verge of collapse,” said Whyte. “There have been rolling 

blackouts since Friday and this week has been even worse. California has also relied on access to 
import electricity from neighbouring states if needed, but they are now in a shortage too. Is this 
the market BC is supposed to rely upon for an ever-growing percentage of its electrical supply?”

The high temperatures have Californians cranking up their conditioners. Lightning strikes 
have started wildfires that damage the state’s electrical infrastructure. Experts agree that climate 
change is a significant cause of the extreme weather and they expect climate-related disasters to 
become more severe and more frequent over the near-term.

“If US West Coast climate events get worse, that only increases the risk to British Columbia that 
American electricity won’t be available when we need it,” said Whyte.

Under current legislation, BC Hydro is required to have enough power generation of its own, 
or contracted, to meet provincial needs. The BC government introduced a bill to end “self-
sufficiency” in June, but withdrew it after losing support of the opposition parties amidst protests 
from First Nations, who are active investors and operators of independent power production, and 
municipalities that benefit from IPPs. Bill 17 could, however, be reintroduced in the future, a move 
Whyte says is not in the best interests of ratepayers.

“Energy security is just as important as buying at rock bottom prices,” she said. “Cheap 
California solar is great until it’s not available because of a heatwave or wildfires or transmission 
congestion. Then what do British Columbians do?”

The government thinks Powerex, BC Hydro’s energy trading subsidiary, can buy excess 
California solar for $25 to $40 a megawatt-hour. BC private power producers are likely in the $50 
range for new projects, with costs dropping rapidly.

Letter to the editor
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“Not only is BC-generated electricity secure and reliable, but British 
Columbians have benefitted from almost $10 billion of IPP investment and 
many jobs in communities where unemployment is high,” said Whyte. “As 
CleanBC is implemented, that could mean tens of billions of investment and 
thousands of jobs building and operating BC renewable energy projects.”

When calculating the benefit of American solar imports, there is more to 
consider than just the cost. Comparing slightly lower prices to energy security 
combined with the economic benefits of BC power production, BC wins every 
time.
Regards, Kamran Shaikh / 778-846-5406

ANOTHER !!! 
BRILLIANT IDEA:

“I would love to have the 
country opened up and just 
raring to go by Easter.”

   @USA’s SMARTEST
PRESIDENT. EVER!!!

“Wouldn’t it be great 
to have all the 

churches 
full?”

COUGH, AAACK,
     SPLUTTER,
       GAAAACK!!!

“I think it’ll be a 
BEAUTIFUL TIME.”

REALLY,
REALLY,

BEAUTIFUL!

HEH, HEH, HEH...

CHOCOLATE?

HAL-LE-LU-JAH!

Cartoon by James Young
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T he 39th edition of the Vancouver International Film Festival, running September 24 to 
October 7, will be presented as an online festival available to all British Columbians. 

To ensure the best possible user experience, VIFF is developing VIFF Connect, a new online 
streaming platform.

VIFF 2020 will showcase a robust program of 100 feature films including the vibrant 
blend of international selections from every corner of the globe, boundary-pushing 
Canadian work, adventurous East Asian cinema, provocative and inspiring documentaries, 
elevated genre cinema and festival favourites that see audiences flock to VIFF every year. 
Accompanying the features will be a large complement of short films, the next generation of 
storytellers. Beyond the typical video-on-demand experience, VIFF aims to celebrate many 
of the films through engaging and interactive conversations with the filmmakers, provid-
ing the viewer insight into the inspiration and creative process behind each work of art.

Through VIFF Connect, the festival’s celebrated experiential and educational pro-
gramming will be accessible to audiences across the country. Creator Talks will take 
viewers behind the camera, exploring today’s most talked about films and series. VIFF 
will continue to support British Columbia’s creative communities through the Totally 
Indie Day and VIFF AMP conferences, as well as the VIFF Immersed marketplace and 
exhibition. Meanwhile, the more intimate VIFF Labs, VIFF AMP Talent Accelerator and 
VIFF Catalyst, a mentorship program for filmmakers from under- or misrepresented 
backgrounds, provide access and training to the next wave of Canadian filmmakers.

Curtis Woloschuk, VIFF’s Associate Director of Programming: “Rather than thinking 
about the restrictions imposed on us, we instead considered the opportunities that had been 
presented. We’re excited by VIFF Connect and the possibilities that exist online to celebrate 
new work, support emerging filmmakers and extend our programmatic offerings to more 
communities in the province.”

VIFF will begin announcing 2020 programming in early August, with tickets and 
passes available for purchase later that month. The full program will be available to viewers 
throughout British Columbia on the VIFF Connect platform via on-demand streaming 
from September 24-October 7.

Key dates:
• August 27: VIFF Connect Festival Subscriptions on sale
• September 3: Full online and in-cinema program announced
• September 3: Single tickets starting at $9 go on sale for streaming / $15 for in-cinema
• September 24 to October 7: VIFF 2020 Films available for viewing on VIFF Connect 

and in-cinemas. Enjoy!

VIFF

Columbia Journal is once again sponsoring a movie at the Vancouver International Film Festival

Once Upon a Time in Venezuela
A film by Anabel Rodríguez Ríos, Venezuela/UK/Austria/Brazil

In this bittersweet doc, Anabel Rodríguez Ríos captures the final years of a most unusual village. 
At the film’s beginning, Congo Mirador is already on its last legs — quite literally, as most of its 

buildings are built on stilts above Lake Maracaibo. Ríos is clearly in love with the place and its inhabitants; 
she depicts both with lyricism and humour, saving her sharper critique for Venezuelan politics writ large. 
“Powerful... Ríos [has] a keen eye for natural beauty.” — Hollywood Reporter

VIFF 2020 is excited to announce its 39th season
Full program to be announced September 3 ! goviff.org/2020


